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Knee OA Global Burden of Disease

Compressive knee load

Males, 2010

Global age-standardised

Hip/knee OA ranked as #11th highest (of prevalence
291
of knee OA = 3.8%
conditions) contributor to global disability in
Global Burden of Disease 2010 study
Females, 2010

Health costs due to OA in Australia were
estimated to be $3.75 billion in 2012
(Arthritis & Osteoporosis Victoria, 2013)
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Cross et al Ann Rheum Dis 2014
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Knee load and osteoarthritis

Knee adduction moment
Two peaks

Increased knee load:
- Increased prevalence of structural abnormalities
(bone & cartilage)
- Increased risk of structural progression over
time
- Increased risk of knee arthroplasty
- Development of knee pain
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Wearing shoes increases knee load

Which shoes are best for knee OA?
NICE 2014 guidelines EULAR 2013
guidelines

Compared to
barefoot……….
Wearing shoes increased
medial knee load by
7.4% on average in
people with knee OA

Offer advice on
appropriate footwear
(including shockabsorbing
properties) as part of
core treatment

OARSI 2014
guidelines

Use of appropriate
Recommend use of
No mention of shoes
and comfortable
biomechanical
in the guidelines
shoes recommended interventions as
directed by an
No raised heel
appropriate specialist
Thick, shockabsorbing soles
Support for arches
Big enough for
comfortable space
for toes

Kemp et al. Arth Care Res 2008

NICE research priorities

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (UK), 2014

ACR 2012 guidelines

Based on
expert opinion
alone due to
lack of RCTs

EULAR research priorities

Fernandes et al Ann Rheum Dis, 2013
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Industry collaboration
• CHESM had a long-standing collaborative
relationship with asics
• We pitched the idea of developing an “OA”
shoe
– Based on our research into lateral wedge orthotics

• Successful ARC Linkage grant (2009-2011) to
develop prototype shoe and test its
biomechanical effectiveness

Gel Melbourne OA shoes
Design features:
Ø Triple-density midsole,
that is stiffer laterally
compared to medially
Ø 5 degree lateral wedge
insole attached to sockliner

Knee OA

Overweight
asymptomatic

8-9% mean reduction in
the external knee
adduction moment in
people with knee OA

Healthy controls

Bennell et al Arthritis Rheum (2013)

Kean et al J Biomech (2013)

Released onto market in 2012/3

SHARK Trial
• Design: 2-arm parallel RCT, prospectively
registered & protocol published in 2014
• Funding: 3-year NHMRC Project grant
• Participants: 164 people with knee OA from
community
• Primary outcomes: 6 months
– Average pain on walking (NRS)
– Self-reported physical function (WOMAC)
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Asked to wear shoes every day
for at least 4 hours, for 6
months. Avoid changing shoes.

Adherence :
Daily use (hours)- weekly
snapshot each month in logbook
Shoe-mounted pedometersone week in months 2 & 5 to
record steps in trial shoes
Self-reported overall
adherence at 6 months via
NRS

98% of people
completed primary
outcome measures at 6
months

Adherence was excellent

Main findings

Adverse events

Possible explanations….
Why don’t biomechanical benefits of unloading
shoes translate to clinical benefits?
– Knee OA symptoms not as strongly linked to
altered biomechanics as we previously thought?
– Modest reductions in knee load with unloading
shoes not big enough to shift symptoms?
– Variability in biomechanical response to footwear
– Causes of pain multi-factorial- perhaps only
subgroups have biomechanically-driven pain?
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Only radiographic severity (K/L
grade) was a significant
modifier of treatment
outcome.

Unpublished post hoc analyses

Mild disease= significantly
• better
Explored
effect of 6 potential treatment
with conventional shoes
moderators

– Radiographic severity
– Presence/absence of diffuse pain
– BMI
– Neuropathic pain
– Foot posture index
– Baseline knee adduction moment

Implications for clinical practice &
future research
• Clinical practice
– ?? Advise against unloading shoes for KL grade 2
– Either shoe style similarly effective for more severe
disease, although unloading shoes offer the potential to
slow structural disease progression (but untested)

• Future research

– Consider mod-severe knee OA as the target population for
biomechanical interventions?
– We still don’t know that cushioned, supportive shoes are
in fact best for knee OA
– Biomechanical data suggests “minimalist” flat, flexible
shoes reduce knee loads compared to stable supportive
shoe styles
– Footstep trial about to commence

Implications for policy, practice &
future research
Shoes with modified midsoles to unload the medial
knee conferred no additional benefit on symptoms
over conventional walking shoes. Both improved
pain and function by clinically relevant amounts.
– Placebo effects due to provision of free shoes?
– No such thing as a biomechanically inert shoe to use
as a sham treatment
– Comparative effectiveness trials are the only RCT
option
– Brand-new shoes with stability features common to
both?
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